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Abstract: A onformal metri g with onstant urvature one and nite onial singularities on a om-
pat Riemann surfae Σ an be thought of as the pullbak of the standard metri on the 2-sphere by a
multi-valued loally univalent meromorphi funtion f on Σ\{singularities}, alled the developing map of
the metri g. When the developing map f of suh a metri g on the ompat Riemann surfae Σ has
reduible monodromy, we show that, up to some Mobius transformation on f, the logarithmi dierential
d(log f) of f turns out to be an abelian dierential of 3rd kind on Σ, whih satises some properties and
is alled a harater 1-form of g. Conversely, given suh an abelian dierential ω of 3rd kind satisfying
the above properties, we prove that there exists a unique onformal metri g on Σ with onstant urvature
one and onial singularities suh that one of its harater 1-forms oinides with ω. This provides new
examples of onformal metris on ompat Riemann surfaes of onstant urvature one and with singu-
larities. Moreover, we prove that the developing map is a rational funtion for a onformal metri g with
onstant urvature one and nite onial singularities with angles in 2piZ>1 on the two-sphere.
Keywords. onformal metri of onstant urvature one, onial singularity, developing map,
harater 1-form
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1 Introduction
Let Σ be a ompat Riemann surfae and p a point on Σ. A onformal metri g on Σ has a onial
singularity at p with the singular angle 2piα > 0 if in a neighborhood of p, g= e2ϕ |dz|2, where z
is a loal omplex oordinate dened in the neighborhood of p with z(p) = 0 and ϕ−(α−1) ln |z|
is ontinuous in the neighborhood. Let p1, · · · ,pn be points on Σ and g a onformal metri on
Σ with onial singularity at pj of singular angle 2piαj > 0 for j = 1, · · · ,n. Then we all that the
metri g represents the divisor D :=
∑n
j=1 (αj− 1)Pj. The Gauss-Bonnet formula says that the
integral of the urvature on Σ equals 2pi times
χ(Σ)+degD,
†
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where χ(Σ) denotes the Euler number of Σ, and degD =
∑
j (αj − 1) the degree of the divisor
D. A lassial problem is whether there exists a onformal metri on Σ of onstant urvature K
representing the divisor D. If K≤ 0, then the unique metri exists if and only if the left hand side
χ(Σ)+degD≤ 0; see [MO88, Tr91℄.
If χ(Σ)+degD> 0, or equivalently K≡ 1 if we multiply the original metri by some onstant,
the problem turns to be quite subtle and is still open now, exept that there are some partial
results. Troyanov [Tr89℄ onsidered the ase of two points on the sphere and proved that the
neessary and suÆient ondition in this ase is α1 = α2. A more general result also due to him
[Tr91, Theorem 4℄ says that there exists a metri of onstant positive urvature if
0 < χ(Σ)+degD<min {2, 2min αj}. (1)
Luo and Tian [LT92℄ proved that the above ondition is also neessary and the metri is unique,
provided that Σ is the 2-sphere and all angles lie in (0, 2pi). In ase that Σ is a sphere and the
divisor D supports at three points, Umehara-Yamada [UY00℄, Eremenko [Er04℄, Furuta-Hattori
[FH℄ and Fujimori-Kawakami-Kokubo-Rossman-Umehara-Yamada [FKKRUY11℄ give a neessary
and suÆient ondition for the existene of the metri, whih is also unique if and only if none of
the three angles belongs to 2piZ>0.
We attak the problem by using the idea of developing map due to R. Bryant [Br87, pp.
333-4℄, Umehara-Yamada [UY00, p. 76℄ and Eremenko [Er04, p. 3350℄. Let g be a onformal
metri of onstant urvature one on Σ representing the divisor D. Denote Σ∗ = Σ\{p1, · · · ,pn}.
Every point p in Σ∗ has a neighborhood Up isometri (so onformal) to an open set Up of the
Riemann sphere C endowed with the standard metri g
st
. Denoting by fp :Up→ Up this isometry
(onformal map), Umehara-Yamada and Eremenko lo it laimed that fp an be extended to the
whole of Σ∗ by analyti ontinuation suh that the extension gives a multi-valued loally univalent
meromorphi funtion f on Σ∗, whose monodromy belongs to the group PSU(2) of orientation-
preserving isometries of C (f Lemma 2.1). Hene, the metri g an be thought of as the pullbak
g =
4|f ′(z)|2 |dz|2(
1+ |f(z)|2
)2
under f of g
st
. Moreover, stimulated by Umehara-Yamada [UY00, (2.10)℄ and Eremenko [Er04,
(2)℄, we show in Lemma 3.1 that the Shwarzian {f, z} of f in a neighborhood Uj of pj with the
omplex oordinate z with z(pj) = 0 has the expression
{f, z} :=
f ′′′(z)
f ′(z)
−
3
2
(
f ′′(z)
f ′(z)
)2
=
cj
z2
+
dj
z
+ψj(z),
where cj = (1−α
2
j )/2, dj are onstants and ψj are holomorphi funtions in Uj, dependent on the
omplex oordinate z. Sine the value of cj is independent of the hoie of the omplex oordinate
z, we say that f is ompatible with the divisor D=
∑
j(αj−1)Pj. We now arrive at
Definition 1.1 (Umehara-Yamada [UY00, p. 76℄) Let g be a onformal metri on Σ of onstant
urvature one and representing the divisor D. We all a multi-valued loally univalent meromor-
phi funtion f on Σ∗ a developing map of the metri g if g = f∗g
st
.
On the other hand, if there exists a multi-valued meromorphi funtion f on Σ∗, whih is om-
patible with the divisor D and has monodromy in PSU(2), then there exists a onformal metri
g= f∗g
st
with onstant urvature one and representing D (f Lemma 3.2). Therefore, we an sum
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up the above into a neessary and suÆient ondition (f Theorem 3.1) for the existene problem
of onial onformal metris of onstant urvature one on Σ.
In this manusript, we mainly fous on a speial lass of onial onformal metris of onstant
urvature one, alled reduible metris, whih we an lassied by using abelian dierentials of
3rd kind.
Definition 1.2 (Umehara-Yamada [UY00, p. 76℄) We all a onformal metri g on Σ of onstant
urvature one and with nite onial singularties an irreduible metri if the monodromy group
of a developing map of the metri g an not be diagonalized, i.e. the monodromy group has no
xed point on the Riemann sphere C (f Lemma 4.1). We all g reduible if the monodromy group
has at least one xed point on C. We all a reduible metri (non-)trivial, if the monodromy of
a developing map of the metri is (non-)trivial. Lemma 2.2 tells us that these denitions do not
depend on the hoie of a developing map.
A trivial reduible metri is a pullbak of g
st
under some rational funtion on Σ (Lemma 4.2).
Eah subgroup of PSU(2) having at least one xed point on C is abelian, and, up to onjugay, it
an be thought of as a subgroup of the standard maximal torus
U(1) =
{
diag
(
e
√
−1θ, e−
√
−1θ
)
: θ ∈ R
}
/{±I2}
of PSU(2) (f Lemma 4.1). Eah frational transformation in U(1) is the multipliation by e2
√
−1θ
.
Therefore, for a non-trivial reduible metri g on Σ, by Lemma 2.2 there exists exatly two devel-
oping maps, say f and 1/f, of the metri g, whose monodromies belong to U(1).
Definition 1.3 Let g be a non-trivial reduible metri on a ompat Riemann surfae Σ. We all
a developing map f of g multipliative if the monodromy of f belongs to U(1). Suh f is unique
up to reiproal, and the logarithmi dierential
ω := d
(
log f
)
=
df
f
of the multipliative developing map f is a meromorphi 1-form on Σ∗. Atually, ω an be extended
to be an abelian dierential of 3rd kind on Σ (f Lemma 4.3), whih we all the harater 1-form
of the reduible metri g. Hene the harater 1-form of a non-trivial reduible metri is unique
up to sign.
Let g be a trivial reduible metri on Σ. By Lemma 4.2, there exists a rational funtion f :Σ→C
suh that g = f∗g
st
. By Lemma 1.1, eah developing map of the metri g is a rational funtion
and multipliative. We all by a harater 1-form of the metri g the logarithmi dierential of
a developing map of g. The harater 1-forms of the trivial reduible metri g are automatially
abelian dierentials of 3rd kind on Σ.
To set the notations for stating the properties of harater 1-forms, we need say something
more about the standard metri g
st
on the Riemann sphere C, whih is a trivial reduible metri.
The set of all developing maps of g
st
an be identied with the group PSU(2). Up to reiproal,
any two developing maps of g
st
, xing 0 and∞, respetively, dier by a multiple omplex onstant
with modulus 1. Up to sign, the logarithmi dierentials of all the developing maps, xing 0 and
∞, respetively, oinide with the abelian dierential Θ := d(logw) = dww , whih has two simple
poles of 0 and ∞. The residues of Θ at 0 and ∞ equal 1 and −1, respetively. The algebrai dual
X := w ∂∂w of Θ is a meromorphi vetor eld with two simple zeroes of 0 and ∞. The index of
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X equals 1 at both 0 and ∞. Φ(w) = 4|w|2
1+|w|2
is a smooth Morse funtion on C, whose omplex
gradient eld Φ,w ∂∂w equals X. Moreover, Φ has only two ritial points, whih are the minimal
point 0 and the maximal point∞. Consider a multipliative developing map f of a reduible metri
g on Σ. Up to sign, the harater 1-form ω = dff = d
(
log f
)
equals the pullbak f∗Θ of Θ by f.
Denote by Y :=
f(z)
f ′(z)
∂
∂z the algebrai dual vetor eld of ω, whih is a meromorphi vetor eld
on Σ. Then Y equals the omplex gradient eld Ψ,z ∂∂z of the smooth funtion Ψ(z) =
4|f(z)|2
1+|f(z)|2
on
Σ∗, whih an be ontinuously extended to Σ (f Lemma 4.3).
Using the above notations, we state more preisely the properties of the harater 1-form of a
reduible metri.
Theorem 1.1. Let g be a reduible metri representing the divisor D=
∑n
j=1 (αj−1)Pj with
1 6= αj > 0. Let f be a developing map of g and be multipliative if g is non-trivial suh that
the harater 1-form ω = dff of g equals f
∗Θ. Let Y be the algebrai dual vetor eld of ω,
and Ψ(z) =
4|f(z)|2
1+|f(z)|2
. Then the following statements hold.
(1) The set of zeroes of the meromorphi vetor eld Y oinides with the extremal point set
of the funtion Ψ. Eah zero of Y is simple, and Y vanishes at eah point pj where αj > 0 is
a non-integer. The set of poles of Y oinides with the saddle point set of Ψ. Eah pole of Y
is some onial singularity pj of the reduible metri g, where αj is an integer greater than
1 and the order of the pole pj of Y equals αj−1.
(2) Let p1, · · · ,pJ be the saddle points of Ψ, pJ+1, · · · ,pn the singular extremal points of Ψ,
and e1, · · · ,eS the smooth extremal points of Ψ on Σ∗. Then the anonial divisor of the
harater 1-form ω has form
(ω) =
J∑
j=1
(αj−1)Pj−
n∑
k=J+1
Pk−
S∑
ℓ=1
Eℓ.
In partiular, eah pole of ω is simple, i.e. ω is an abelian dierential of 3rd kind. The
residue of ω at the pole eℓ equals 1 or −1, where eℓ is a minimal or maximal point of Ψ; the
residue of ω at the pole pk equals αj or −αj, where pk is a minimal or maximal point of Ψ.
Moreover, the real part of ω is exat on Σ ′ := Σ\{pJ+1, · · · ,pn,e1, · · · ,eS}⊃ Σ∗,
2ℜω = d(log |f|2).
(3) The multipliative developing map f on Σ ′ ⊃ Σ∗ an be expressed by
f(z) = exp
(∫z
ω
)
.
In partiular, the loal monodromy of f around eah pj ( 1 ≤ j ≤ J) is trivial, and the limit
limp→pj f(p) exists and belongs to C\{0}. If we ontinue analytially a funtion element f
along a simple and suÆiently small loop winding around pk (J+1≤ k≤n) on ounterlok-
wise, then we obtain f exp
(
2pi
√
−1αk
)
. The limit limp→pk |f(p)| exists, and equals 0 or +∞,
provided pk is a minimal or maximal point of Ψ(z). It is also the ase for eℓ.
Using abelian dierentials of 3rd kind with the above properties, we an onstrut new exam-
ples of onformal metris with onstant urvature one and with nite onial singularities.
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Theorem 1.2. Let ω be an abelian dierential of 3rd kind having poles on a ompat Rie-
mann surfae Σ, whose residues are all nonzero real numbers and whose real part is exat
outside the set of poles of ω. Then there exists a unique reduible metri g on Σ suh that
ω is one of the harater 1-forms of g and g an be expressed by g= f∗g
st
, where
f(z) = exp
(∫z
ω
)
is a multi-valued loally univalent meromorphi funtion on Σ\{poles of ω} with monodromy
in U(1). Suppose that the anonial divisor of ω has form
(ω) =
J∑
j=1
(αj−1)Pj−
N∑
k=J+1
Qk,
where αj are integers > 1. Then the divisor D represented by g has form
D=
J∑
j=1
(αj−1)Pj+
N∑
k=J+1
(
|ResQk(ω)|−1
)
Qk
Moreover, g is a trivial reduible metri if and only if the integral of ω on eah loop in
Σ\{poles of ω} are 2pi
√
−1 times integers. In partiular, eah residue of ω is an integer.
Remark 1.1. Eah reduible metri does not satisfy Troyanov's ondition (1) (f Corollary 4.1).
Therefore, we obtain a lass of new examples of onformal metris of onstant urvature one
with nite singularities, sine there exist plenty of abelian dierentials of 3rd kind satisfying the
ondition in Theorem 1.2 (f Springer [Spr57, Corollary 8-3℄).
Troyanov's ondition (1) for the orresponding irreduible metris only depends on the values
of angles. Example 4.2 shows that the existene of reduible metris does not only depends on
angles, but also on the position of singularities.
Remark 1.2. Umehara-Yamada [UY00℄ alled a non-trivial reduible metri H 1-reduible, and
a trivial reduible metri H 3-reduible.
Remark 1.3. Besides Umehara-Yamada [UY00℄, our motivation of dening harater 1-form
omes from [CW11, CWX12℄, where the authors use harater 1-form to make the omplete lassi-
ation of HCMU metris of non-onstant urvature on ompat Riemann surfaes. We say more
words about this in the ending of Setion 4.
Theorem 1.3. A onformal metri of onstant urvature one, representing an eetive Z-
divisor on the 2-sphere is a trivial reduible metri. That is, it is the pullbak under some
rational funtion on the 2-sphere of the standard metri g
st
on the Riemann sphere C.
Remark 1.4. The ase where D supports at two or three points was proved in [Tr89, FH, UY00,
Er04℄. However, Theorem 1.3 does not hold in general for ompat Riemann surfaes of nonzero
genus (f Example 4.1).
Remark 1.5. Sine we only onsider onformal metris with nite area in this manusript, the
singularities of "zero angle", would not show up (f [Br87, Proposition 4℄). We prove a muh more
general result in Setion 5 than Proposition 4 in [Br87℄ using a dierent method.
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We explain the organization of this paper. In Setion 2, we shall rstly make a detailed expo-
sition on developing map in Lemmata 2.1 and 2.2. We ompute, in Lemma 3.1 of Setion 3, the
Shwarzian of a developing map of a onformal metri with onstant urvature one and represent-
ing a divisor D. In Lemma 3.2 we show that the onverse of Lemma 3.1 also holds true. Then
Theorem 1.3 follows from these two lemata. In Setion 4 we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 as an
appliation of Lemma 3.2. These two theorems is applied to giving some examples of irreduible
and reduible metris in Corollary 4.1 and Examples 4.1 and 4.2. In Setion 5, we give an alterna-
tive proof to a theorem of Troyanov [Tr89℄, as an appliation of Theorems 1.3 and 1.1. Moreover,
we disuss the non-uniqueness of reduible metris representing a given divisor D. At last, we
propose some speulations about both irreduible and reduible metris onformal metris. In the
last setion, it is proved that no singularity with angle "zero" would appear in the loal geometry
of nonnegative urvature.
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iong Chen for his onstant moral support and lots of invaluable onversations. He thanks Professor
Masaaki Umehara so muh for many valuable omments and disussions through e-mails. He is
also very grateful to Professor Ryoihi Kobayashi, Dr Zhi Chen and Dr Jinxing Xu for their stim-
ulating onversations. In partiular, the penetrating questions from Dr Jinxing Xu give him the
impetus to xing a gap in the old version of the manusript.
2 Existence of developing maps and their monodromy
Lemma 2.1. Let g be a onformal metri on a ompat Riemann surfae Σ of onstant
urvature one and representing the divisor D= Σnj=1 (αj−1)Pj with αj > 0. Then there exists
a multi-valued loally univalent holomorophi map f from Σ∗ :=Σ\{p1, · · · ,pn} to the Riemann
sphere C suh that the monodromy of f belongs to PSU(2) and
g = f∗g
st
.
Reall that g
st
=
4|dw|2
(1+ |w|2)2
is the standard metri over C.
Proof. Denote by d(·, ·) the distane on Σ indued by the metri g. Choose an arbitrary point p
in Σ∗ and x it. Take a positive number r= rp suÆiently small suh that d(p, {p1, · · · ,pn})>r and
there exists a geodesi polar oordinate hart in the open metri ball B(p, r) = {q ∈ Σ : d(p, q) <
r} ⊂ Σ∗. Choose a positively oriented orthonormal basis {e1, e2} = {e1p, e2p} of the tangent spae
TpΣ. Choose an arbitrary point p ∈ C and x it. Sine the Gauss urvature of (B(p, r), g) is
onstant one, by a theorem of Riemann ([Pe06, p.136℄), there exists an open metri ball B(p, r)
in the Riemann sphere (C, g
st
) and an orientation-preserving isometry fp from (B(p, r), g) onto
(B(p, r), g
st
). Denote e1p := f∗(e1), e2p := f∗(e2), whih is also a positively oriented orthonormal
basis of TpC. Then fp is a onformal map from B(p, r) to B(p, r).
Take an arbitrary point q in Σ∗ and a urve L : [0, 1]→ Σ∗ joining p to q. Then there exists
0 < δ <min(d(γ([0, 1]), {p1, · · · ,pn}) , rp)
suh that there exists a geodesi polar oordinate hart in the open metri ball B(a, δ) for eah
point a on the urve L. If we divide properly the interval 0≤ t≤ 1 into n subintervals for suÆiently
large n, 0 = γ0 < γ1 < · · · < γn = 1, then the urve L splits into n subars L1, L2, · · · ,Ln with Lg
(g = 1, · · · ,n) joining L(γg−1) =: cg−1 to L(γg) =: cg. Moreover, if we denote by B0, B1, · · · , Bn
the open metri balls with enters a = c0, c1, · · · , cn and with radius δ, then the losed ars Lg
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lie ompletely in Bg−1 for g = 1, · · · ,n. Let f0 be the restrition to B0 of the onformal map
fp : B(p, rp)→B(p, rp). Then f0 is an isometry (onformal map) from B0 onto B0 := B(p, δ).
Choose a positively oriented orthonormal basis {e1c1 , e
2
c2
} of Tc1 Σ. Sine c1 ∈ B0, we denote
c1 := f0(c1) ∈B0, e1c1 := (f0)∗(e1c1) and e2c1 := (f0)∗(e2c1). Then there exists a unique isometry
f1 : B1→B1 := B(c1, δ) suh that f1(c1) = c1 and f1 maps {e1c1 , e2c1 } to {e1c1 , e2c1 }. Then f1 = f0
on B0 ∩B1. Sine c2 ∈ L2 ⊂ B1, f1 is an analyti ontinuation of f0 from point c0 to c2 along
the ar L0 ∪L1. In this way, we obtain f0, · · · , fn, whih are reursively dened on B0, · · · ,Bn
and give an analyti ontinuation of fp from p to q along the urve L. Using the same argument
as [Si69, pp.13-15℄, we an show that this analyti ontinuation is independent of the hoie of
division points on L. Moreover, if L∗ is another urve in Σ∗ joining a to b and homotopi to L,
then the result of doing analyti ontinuation of fp along L
∗
is the same as along L. Summing up,
we obtain a multi-valued loally isometrial (univalent onformal) map f from (Σ∗, g) to (C, g
st
).
At last, we prove that all the monodromy of f belongs to PSU(2). Let L : [0, 1]→ Σ∗ be a losed
urve with L(0) = L(1) = p. We use the notation in the previous paragraph. Reall that f0 maps
p= c0 to p and (f0)∗ maps {e1, e2} to {e1p, e2p}, and fn maps p= cn to cn and (fn)∗ maps {e1, e2}
to {e1cn , e
2
cn }. Then there exists a unique isometry L ∈ PSU(2) of (C, gst) suh that L(p) = cn and
L∗ maps {e1p, e2p} to {e1cn , e
2
cn }. Therefore fn = L◦ f0. 
Lemma 2.2. Any two developing maps f1, f2 of the metri g are related by a frational
linear transformation L ∈ PSU(2), f2 = L ◦ f1. In partiular, any two developing maps of
g have mutually onjugate monodromy in PSU(2). Then we all this onjugate lass the
monodromy of the metri g. The spae of developing maps of the metri g has a one-to-one
orrespondene with the quotient group of PSU(2) by the monodromy group of a developing
map of g.
Proof. Take a point p ∈ Σ∗ and a positively oriented orthonormal basis {e1, e2} of TpΣ∗. Let fj
be a funtion element of fj near p for j= 1, 2. Denote pj := fj(p) and e
k
pj
:= (fj)∗(ek) for j, k= 1, 2.
Then there exists a unique L ∈ PSU(2) suh that L(p1) = p2 and L∗ maps {e1p1 , e2p1 } to {e1p2 , e2p2 }.
Then we obtain the equality f2 = L ◦ f1 near p, whih implies f2 = L ◦ f1. It follows from diret
omputation that the monodromy of f1 and f2 are mutually onjugate.
Given a developing map f and a frational linear transformation L∈PSU(2), we an see L◦f= f
if and only if there exists a point p ∈ Σ∗ and a funtional element fp near p suh that L ◦ fp is
another funtion element of f near p. That is, L belongs to the image of the monodromy repre-
sentation of pi1(Σ
∗, p) with respet to f. Therefore, PSU(2) ats in this way transitively on the set
of all developing maps with isotropy group isomorphi to the monodromy group. 
Remark 2.1. The developing maps also exist for at or hyperboli onformal metris with nite
onial or usp singularities, and an analogue of Lemmata 2.2 and 3.2 holds.
3 The Schwarzian of a developing map
Lemma 3.1. Let g be a onformal metri of onstant urvature one on a ompat Riemann
surfae Σ and g represent a divisor D= Σnj=1 (αj−1)Pj, where αj > 0 for all j. Suppose that
f : Σ∗ = Σ\{p1, · · · ,pn}→C is a developing map of g. Then the Shwarzian {f, z} of f equals
{f, z}=
1−α2j
2z2
+
dj
z
+ψj(z)
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in a neighborhood Uj of pj with the omplex oordinate z and z(pj) = 0, where dj are onstants
and ψj are holomorphi funtions in Uj, dependending on the omplex oordinate z.
Proof. If we rewrite the metri g = 4|f
′(z)|2 |dz|2(
1+|f(z)|2
)2 as g = e2u |dz|2, then we nd u = log |f ′(z)|+
log 2− log(1+ |f|2). The lemma in [Tr89, p.300℄ tells us that
η(z) = 2
(
∂2u
∂z2
−
(
∂u
∂z
)2)
dz2
denes a projetive onnetion ompatible with the divisor D. The interested reader ould nd
in [Tr89℄ the denition of the projetive onnetion, whih we will not use in this paper, however.
The ompatibility of the projetive onnetion η with the divisor D in [Tr89, p.300℄ means that
η(z) =
(
1−α2j
2z2
+
dj
z
+φj(z)
)
dz2, φj holomorphi,
where z is the omplex oordinate near pj. Sine the developing map f is a projetive multi-valued
funtion on Σ∗, its Shwarzian {f, z} with respet to the omplex oordinate z near pj is a single
valued funtion of z. At last, we nd
2
(
∂2u
∂z2
−
(
∂u
∂z
)2)
= 2
∂
∂z
(
f"(z)
2f ′(z)
−
f ′(z)f
1+ |f|2
)
−2
(
f"(z)
2f ′(z)
−
f ′(z)f
1+ |f|2
)2
=
(
f ′′′(z)
f ′(z)
−
(
f"(z)
f ′(z)
)2
−
2f"(z)f(z)
1+ |f|2
+2
(
f ′(z)f
1+ |f|2
)2)
−
(
1
2
(
f"(z)
f ′(z)
)2
−
2f"(z)f(z)
1+ |f|2
+2
(
f ′(z)f
1+ |f|2
)2)
=
f ′′′(z)
f ′(z)
−
3
2
(
f"(z)
f ′(z)
)2
= {f,z}.

A multi-valued loally univalent meromorphi funtion h on Σ∗ is said to be projetive if any
two funtion elements h1, h2 of h near a point p ∈ Σ∗ are related by a frational linear transfor-
mation L ∈ PGL(2, C), h1 = L◦h2.
Lemma 3.2. Let f : Σ∗→C be a projetive multi-valued loally univalent meromorphi fun-
tion, and the monodromy of f belongs to a maximal ompat subgroup of PGL(2, C). If f
has regular singularity of weight 0 6= cj < 1/2 at pj for all j = 1, · · · ,n, then there exists a
neighborhood Uj of pj with omplex oordinate z and Lj ∈ PGL(2, C) suh that z(pj) = 0 and
gj = Lj ◦ f has the form gj(z) = zαj , where 0 < αj 6= 1 and cj = (1−α2j )/2. Moreover, there
exists L ∈ PGL(2, C) suh that the pullbak (L◦ f)∗ g
st
of the standard metri g
st
by L◦ f is a
onformal metri of onstant urvature one, whih represents the divisor D=
∑
j (αj−1)Pj.
In partiular, if the monodromy of f belongs to PSU(2), then the frational linear transfor-
mation L turns out to be the identity map.
Proof. Reall the well known fat that every maximal ompat group of PGL(2, C) is on-
jugate to the subgroup PSU(2). There exists a frational linear transformation L suh that the
monodromy of L ◦ f belongs to PSU(2). Hene, we may assume that it is the ase for f without
loss of generality.
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We rstly show the rst statement of Lemma 1.2 that there exists a neighborhood Uj of pj
with omplex oordinate z and some Lj ∈ PGL(2, C) suh that gj = Lj ◦ f has form zαj . Sine
f has a regular singularity of weight cj < 1/2, we ould hoose a neighborhood Uj of pj and a
omplex oordinate x on Uj suh that x(pj) = 0 and
{f, x}=
cj
x2
+
dj
x
+φj(x),
where φj(x) is holomorphi in Uj. By [Yo87, p.39, Proposition℄, in the neighborhood Uj, there
are two linearly independent solutions u0 and u1 of the equation
d2u
dx2
+
1
2
(
cj
x2
+
dj
x
+φj(x)
)
u= 0
with single valued oeÆient suh that f(x) =
u1(x)
u0(x)
. Atually, we have u0 =
(
df
dx
)−1/2
and u1 =
f(x)u0. Moreover, if f hanges projetively
f 7→ af+b
cf+d
with ad−bc= 1,
then u0 and u1 hange linearly (
u0
u1
)
7→
(
d c
b a
)(
u0
u1
)
,
and vie versa.
Consider the operator Lj := x
2 d2
dx2
+ qj(x) with qj(x) =
(
cj+djx+x
2φj(x)
)
/2. Then both
u0 and u1 are solutions of the equation Lju = 0. Sine the monodromy of f belongs to PSU(2),
the yli group generated by the loal monodromy of the equation Lju = 0 around the x = 0
is ontained in a maximal ompat subgroup of PGL(2, C) onjugate to PSU(2). Note that the
equation Lju= 0 has regular singularity at 0. We ould apply the Frobenius method (f [Yo87, §
2.5℄) to solving it. Choose αj > 0 suh that cj = (1−α
2
j )/2. Then the indiial equation
f(s) = s(s−1)+
1−α2j
4
= 0 (2)
of the dierential equation Lju= 0 at x= 0 has roots s0=
1−αj
2 and s1=
1+αj
2 , and s1−s0=αj>0.
Let
∑
∞
k=0 bkx
k
be the power series expansion of qj(x), where b0 = cj/2. Let s be a parameter.
Then u(s,x) = xs
∑
∞
k=0 ck(s)x
k
with c0(s)≡ 1 is an solution of Lju= 0 if and only if the equation
f(s+n)cn+Rn = 0 (♯n)
holds for all n = 0,1,2, · · · , where
R0 = 0, and for n > 0, Rn = Rn(c1, · · · ,cn−1,s) =
n−1∑
i=0
cibn−i.
Note that the equation (♯0) is exatly the indiial equation (2). Sine f(s1+n) 6= 0 for all n≥ 1,
we nd that u(s1, x) is a solution of the equation.
Case 1 Suppose that s1− s0 = αj is not an integer. Then by the same reason u(s0, x) is
another solution, whih is linearly independent of u(s1, x). Summing up, we have
u(s0, x) = x
s0 (1+ψ0) and u(s1, x) = x
s1 (1+ψ1) ,
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where both ψ0 and ψ1 are holomorophi funtions vanishing at 0. Here we take a smaller neigh-
borhood of 0 than Uj to assure the onvergene of the power series dening ψk if neessary. Sine
both u0(x) and u1(x) are linear ombinations of u(s0, x) and u(s1, x), f(x) = u1(x)/u0(x) equals
some frational linear transform of u(s1, x)/u(s0, x). For simpliity of notation, we may assume
f(x) = u(s1, x)/u(s0, x) equals x
αj
times a holomorphi funtion ϕj(x) with ϕj(0) = 1. Therefore,
we ould hoose another omplex oordinate z= z(x) of Uj, under whih f = f(z) = z
αj
.
Case 2 Suppose that m := s1− s0 = αj is an integer ≥ 2.
Subase 2.1 If Rm = 0, we an solve the equation (♯n) for s = s0 for all n ≥ 1 by hoosing
cm arbitrarily, and obtain another solution u(s0, x) linearly independent of u(s1, x). The similar
argument as Case 1 ompletes the proof.
Subase 2.2 Suppose Rm 6= 0. Dene
u∗ = xs0
∞∑
k=0
ck(s0)x
k,
where c0 = 1, the cj's (1 ≤ j < m) are determined by (♯j), while cm is arbitrarily xed, and the
cj's (j > m) are determined also by (♯j). Then the linear ombination of u
∗
and
∂
∂s
u(s, x)|s=s1
U0(x) := f
′(s1)u∗−Rm
∂
∂s
u(s, x)|s=s1
is a solution. It should be mentioned that sine f and Rn are holomorphi with respet to s, it
is also the ase for the cn's. Then we orret a typo in [Yo87, p.23℄ and nd the two linearly
independent solutions given by(
U0(x)
u(s1, x)
)
=
(
xs0 xs1 log x
0 xs1
)
·
(
f ′(s1)
∑
∞
k=0 ck(s0)x
k−Rmx
m
∑
∞
k=0 c
′
k(s1)x
k∑
∞
k=0 ck(s1)x
k
)
.
Then the loal monodromy of the equation Lju= 0 at x = 0 is the onjugay lass in PGL(2, C)
of the matrix
M=
(
1 2pi
√
−1
0 1
)
.
However, the yli group generated byM is a free abelian group, whih has no limit point under
the usual topology of PGL(2, C). Contradit the fat that the monodromy of the equation Lju= 0
is ontained in a ompat group of PGL(2, C). That is, we rule out Subase 2.2.
Summing up, we prove the statement where αj is an integer ≥ 2. Moreover, we an also see
that in this ase the loal monodromy at pj is trivial, i.e. pj is an apparent singularity of the
equation Lju= 0 and the multi-valued funtion f.
Sine f is loally univalent on Σ∗ and has monodromy belonging to PSU(2), f∗g
st
is a well
dened smooth Riemannian metri on Σ∗ with onstant urvature one. The rst statement proved
just now implies that this metri has onial singularities at pj with angles 2piαj. 
Remark 3.1. Lemma 3.2 has some overlapping with Proposition 4 in Bryant [Br87℄ in the sense
that both of them say the same thing near eah singularity.
We sum up the above two lemmata into
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Theorem 3.1. There exists a onformal metri of onstant urvature one and representing
a divisor D on a ompat Riemann surfae Σ if and only if there is a projetive multi-
valued meromorphi funtion on Σ∗ = Σ\SuppD ompatible with the divisor D and having
monodromy in PSU(2).
Proof of Theorem 1.1 Let f be a developing map of the metri g representing an eetive
Z-divisor
∑
j njPj on the sphere. By Lemma 3.1, f has regular singularity of weight (1−n
2
j )/2
at pj. By Lemma 2.1, the monodromy of f belongs to PSU(2). By Lemma 3.2, there exists
Lj ∈PGL(2, C) and a omplex oordinate z near p suh that Lj ◦ f has the form f(z) = znj+1 near
pj, whih implies the loal monodromy of f at pj is trivial. Sine the sphere is simply onneted,
the monodromy of f is trivial, i.e. f is a single valued meromorphi funtion outside {pj}. Morever,
f an be extended meromorphially onto the whole sphere, i.e. f is a rational funtion on the
sphere. 
At a point p ∈ Σ near whih f = f(z) is univalent holomorphi, we nd that the Shwarzian
{f, z} is holomorphi, and vie versa (f [Yo87, Remark, p.44℄). Atually, we an prove a more
general result.
Lemma 3.3. Let U be an open disk ontaining 0 in the omplex plane C with oordinate w
and f a projetive multi-valued meormorphi funtion on U\{0} with regular singularity of
weight zero at 0. That is, {f, w} equals dw plus a holomorphi funtion φ(w), where both the
onstant d and φ(w) depend on the oordinate w. Assume that the subgroup of PGL(2, C)
generated by the loal monodromy of f at 0 is preompat in PGL(2, C). Then there exists
L ∈ PGL(2, C) and another omplex oordinate z of U suh that L◦ f(z) = z and z(0) = 0.
Proof. Use the same argument as Case 2 of the proof of Lemma 1.2. Also note that the indiial
equation here has two roots 0 and 1. 
This lemma has the following geometri onsequene
Proposition 3.1. The oni singularity with angle 2pi of a onformal metri with onstant
urvature one is atually a smooth point of the metri.
4 Proof of Theorems 1.2 and 1.3
Lemma 4.1. The following statements hold true.
(1) A subgroup G of PSU(2) an be diagonalized if and only if G has a xed point on C. Suh
a group is ontained in some maximal torus T of PSU(2). In partiular, G is abelian.
(2) There exists an abelian subgroup of PSU(2) whih has no xed point on C.
Proof. (1) Consider the natural unitary representation ρ of SU(2) on V ∼= C2 endowed with
the natural Hermitian inner produt 〈 , 〉. It indues a unitary representation ρH on V for eah
subgroup H of SU(2) suh that ρH is a faithful representation. Let G˜ ⊂ SU(2) be the lifting of
G⊂PSU(2). We say that G an be diagonalized if the representation (ρ
G˜
, V) an be deomposed
into the diret sum of two one-dimensional subspaes,
V = Ce1⊕Ce2 and 〈ek , eℓ〉= δkℓ.
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Then, up to onjugay, G˜ an be thought of as a subgroup of the standard maximal torus
U(1) =
{
diag
(
e
√
−1θ, e−
√
−1θ
)
: θ ∈ R
}
of SU(2). Hene G= ~G/{±I2} is abelian.
Looking at the Riemann sphere C as the omplex one-dimensional projetive spae P(V) with
the natural projetion pi : V\{0}→ P(V), we an see that both pi(e1) and pi(e2) are two distint
xed points of the G-ation on P(V) if G an be diagonalized.
Suppose that G has a xed point pi(e1) on P(V) with e1 ∈ V and 〈e1 , e1〉 = 1. Then, e1 is a
ommon eigenvetor of all the elements in G˜. Sine ρ
G˜
is a unitary representation on V , it an
be deomposed into V = Ce1⊕Ce2, where e2 is a unit vetor orthogonal to e1. That is, G an be
diagonalized.
(2) The abelian subgroup D2 of PSU(2) generated by
z 7→−z and z 7→ 1
z
has no xed point on C. 
Lemma 4.2. A trivial reduible metri g representing a divisor D on a ompat Riemann
surfae Σ is a pullbak f∗g
st
of g
st
by some rational funtion f on Σ.
Proof. Let f : Σ∗→C be a developing map of the metri g. Sine the monodromy of f is trivial,
so is the loal monodromy of f around eah point in the support of D. By Lemma 3.2 the divisor
D must be an eetive Z-divisor. Using Lemma 3.2 again, we nd that the holomorphi map
f : Σ∗→C has a holomorphi extension to Σ. 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose that g is an reduible metri on Σ and f a multipliative developing
map of g. Then the holomorphi 1-form d(log f) on Σ∗ an be extended to be an abelian
dierential of 3rd kind on Σ. The funtion Ψ = 4|f(z)|2/(1+ |f(z)|2) on Σ∗ an be extended
ontinuously to Σ.
Proof. The proof is ontained in the following proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1
(1-2) We show that if a point p ∈ Σ∗ is a zero of Y(z) = f(z)
f ′(z)
∂
∂z , then p is simple. We hoose
a funtion element f near p. Sine the monodromy of f belongs to U(1), Y =
f(z)
f ′(z)
∂
∂z , whih is
independent of the hoie of the funtion element f and the omplex oordinate z. Sine f is
a univalent meromorphi funtion near p, there exists L ∈ PGL(2, C) and a omplex oordinate
z near p with z(p) = 0 suh that L ◦ f = z. Then f = az+bcz+d with ad−bc = 1 near p, and Y =
(az+b)(cz+d) ∂∂z . It is lear that p ould not be a pole of Y. Sine Y = 0 at z(p) = 0, bd = 0.
Case 1 Sine ad− bc = 1 and bd = 0, we assume b = 0, d 6= 0 in this ase. Then ad = 1,
f(z) = azcz+d . Then Y = az(cz+d)
∂
∂z has a simple zero at z(p) = 0. Hene ω =
dz
az(cz+d) has
residue 1 at p. Sine f(0) = 0, p is a minimal point of Ψ and Ψ(p) = 0.
Case 2 Similarly, when d = 0 and b 6= 0, Y also has simple zero at p, ω has residue −1,
limq→p |f(q)|= +∞, limq→p Ψ(q) = 4, and p is a maximal point of Ψ.
We show that eah point q ∈ {p1, · · · ,pn} must be a simple zero of Y, provided the onial
angle of the metri g at q equals 2pis > 0 and s is a non-integer. By Lemmata 3.1 and 3.2, we
an hoose a funtion element f near q and a omplex oordinate z near q suh that f = az
s+b
czs+d
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with ad−bc= 1. On the other hand, sine the monodromy of f belongs to U(1), so does the loal
monodromy of f. Then there exists θ ∈ R suh that
e2π
√
−1θ f = e2π
√
−1θ az
s+b
czs+d
=
ae2π
√
−1s zs+b
ce2π
√
−1s zs+d
.
This is equivalent to that the following equalities hold,
ace2π
√
−1s
(
1−e2π
√
−1θ
)
= 0,(
ade2π
√
−1s+bc
)
−e2π
√
−1θ
(
bce2π
√
−1s+ad
)
= 0,
bd
(
1−e2π
√
−1θ
)
= 0.
Solving the equation, we nd that either c = b = 0 or a = d = 0. i.e. f(z) equals µzs (µ 6= 0)
or λz−s (λ 6= 0). Hene Y = ±sz ∂∂z has simple zero at z(q) = 0. Sine f(0) equals 0 or ∞, Ψ is
ontinuous at q, whih is a minimal or maximal point of Ψ ahieving value 0 or 4 if and only if ω
has residue s > 0 or −s < 0 at p.
Let p be a singular point of the metri g with onial angle 2pi times an integer n > 1. Then
f(z) = az
n+b
czn+d
and Y =
(azn+b)(czn+d)
nzn−1
∂
∂z
.
Case A Assume bd 6= 0. Then p is a pole of Y with order n−1 and a zero of ω with order n−1,
and limz→p f(z) = f(0) = b/d ∈ C\{0}. Moreover, Ψ is ontinuous at p, whih is a saddle point of
Ψ.
Case B Assume bd = 0. Then it is easy to hek that p is a simple zero of Y. If b = 0 (b 6= 0),
then limq→p |f(p)| equals 0 or +∞, where ω has residue n or −n. Ψ is ontinuous at p, where it
ahieves the minimal value 0 or the maximal value 4.
(3) The loal monodromy property of f follows from Lemmata 3.1 and 3.2. 
Lemma 4.4. The following two statements hold.
(1) Let g be an reduible metri on Σ. Then eah harater 1-form ω of g has at least two
poles.
(2) Besides the assumption of (1), assume that ω has no zero and has only two poles. Then
Σ is the Riemann sphere C and g has two singularities with the same angle, say α > 0.
Moreover, if the two singularities are assumed to be 0 and ∞, then ω= α dzz up to sign.
Proof. (1) Let f be the multipliative developing map suh that ω = d(log f). Sine Ψ =
4|f|2/(1+ |f|2) is a non-onstant ontinuous funtion on Σ, it must ahieve minimum and maximum.
Either a minimal point or a maximal one of Ψ is a pole of ω by Theorem 1.1.
(2) Σ=C follows from deg (ω) = −2. By the Residue Theorem, the two residues of ω have the
dierent sign at the two poles, say 0 and ∞. It follows from Theorem 1.1 that g has exatly two
singularities 0 and ∞ with the same angle, say α. Assume that ω has residue α (−α) at 0 (∞).
Then ω= α dzz . 
Proof of Theorem 1.2 We divide the proof into the following two ases.
Case 1 Assume that the integral of ω at some loop in Σ ′ := Σ\{poles of ω} does not belong
to the set 2pi
√
−1Z. Sine ℜω is exat on Σ ′, sloving the equation
ω= d(log f)
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on Σ ′, we obtain a multi-valued loally univalent meromorphi funtion
f(z) = exp
(∫z
ω
)
unique up to a omplex multiple with modulus one. Moreover, f has non-trivial monodromy
belonging to U(1) and f∗g
st
is an non-trivial reduible metri with harater 1-formω. Conversely,
if g is an reduible metri suh thatω is one of its harater 1-forms, then there exists a developing
map
~f of g suh that ω = d(log ~f). Sine ~f has non-trivial monodromy in U(1), g is non-trivial.
Solving the equation ω = d
~f
~f
also gives the same expression of
~f as f. Therefore, suh reduible
metri g is unique. By the argument in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we nd the divisor D represented
by g equals
J∑
j=1
(αj−1)Pj+
N∑
k=J+1
(
|ResQk(ω)|−1
)
Qk.
Case 2 Assume that the monodromy given by ω is trivial, i.e. the integral of ω at eah
loop in Σ ′ := Σ\{poles of ω} belongs to the set 2pi
√
−1Z. f∗ g
st
with f(z) = exp
(∫z
ω
)
is a triv-
ial reduible metri suh that f is one of its developing map and a rational funtion on Σ and
ω is one of its harater 1-forms. Conversely, if g is an reduible metri with ω one of its
harater 1-forms, then g = ~f∗g
st
with
~f(z) = exp
(∫z
ω
)
. Moreover,
~f is a rational funtion
uniquely determined by ω. Therefore, suh reduible metri g is unique. By the similar ar-
gument in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we an show that the eetive divisor represented by g equals∑J
j=1 (αj−1)Pj+
∑N
k=J+1
(
|ResQk(ω)|−1
)
Qk. 
Corollary 4.1. Under the notations in Theorem 1.2, we have
χ(Σ)+degD≥min(2, 2min
j
αj
)
.
In partiular, the divisor D does not satisfy Troyanov's ondition (1). In other words, if D
satises ondition (1), then eah onformal metri, whih has onstant urvature one and
represents D, is irreduible.
Proof. The harater 1-formω has at least two poles sine the ontinuous funtion Ψ= 4|f|2/(1+
|f|2) in Theorem 1.1 has at least a minimal point and a maximal one. Then, using the equality
−χ(Σ) = deg(ω) =
J∑
j=1
(αj−1)− (N− J),
we have
χ(Σ)+degD = χ(Σ)+
J∑
j=1
(αj−1)+
N∑
k=J+1
(
|ResQk (ω)|−1
)
=
N∑
k=J+1
|ResQk (ω)|≥min
(
2, 2min
j
αj
)
.

Example 4.1. Consider on the two-sphere a onformal metri g with onstant urvature
one and nite onial singularities p1, · · · , pn. Let the angle at pj be 2piαj. If n ≥ 3 and
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eah αj is a non-integer, then g is irreduible. Otherwise, by Theorem 1.1, the harater
1-form of g would have at least three poles and have no zeroes. Contradition. In partiular,
we onsider the onformal metri g of onstant urvature one with three angles pi, pi, pi at
0, 1 and ∞ on the two-sphere. Then the developing map of g is the Gauss hypergeometri
funtion u satisfying the hypergeometri equation
z(1− z)
d2u
dz2
+
(
c−(a+b+1)z
)du
dz
−abu= 0, where |1− c|= |c−a−b|= |a−b|=
1
2
.
Then the monodromy group of a developing map of g is onjugate to D2 in Lemma 4.1 (f
[Yo87, p. 53℄) and then abelian, but g is irreduible.
It follows from Troyanov [Tr91, Theorem 4℄ that on a torus there exists a onformal
metri g with onstant urvature one and a onial singularity p with angle 2piα, where
1 < α < 3. Then Corollary 4.1 tell us that g is not reduible. The existene of suh a
irreduible metri having one angle 4pi implies that Theorem 1.3 does not hold on a torus.
Example 4.2. Let a, b be two positive numbers. Consider the 1-form
ω=
(
a
z
+
b
z−1
)
dz,
whih has residue −a− b at ∞. a/(a+ b) is the zero of ω. Hene ω satises the on-
dition in Theorem 1.2, and then gives an reduible metri on the two-sphere with angles
2pia, 2pib, 2pi(a+b) and 4pi at 0, 1,∞ and a/(a+b), respetively.
Suppose that g is an reduible metri on the two-sphere having angles 2pia, 2pib, 2pi(a+b)
and 4pi at 0, 1,∞ and λ ∈C\{0, 1}, respetively, where none of a, b, a+b is an integer. Then
λ = a/(a+b). Atually, letting ω be a harater 1-form of g, we an see from Theorem 1.1
that 0, 1,∞ are simple poles of ω and λ is the zero of ω. By the Residue Theorem, we may
assume that
Res0(ω) = a, Res1(ω) = b, Res∞(ω) = −a−b,
whih implies that ω =
(
a
z +
b
z−1
)
dz and λ = a
a+b
. This implies that the existene of
reduible metris does not only depend on angles, but also on the position of singularities.
Remark 4.1. The monodromy of a developing map is irreduible for a hyperboli onformal
metri with nite onial or usp singularities. Moreover, it is also the ase for a at onformal
metri with nite onial singularities unless the metri is a smooth one on a torus. We leave the
proof to the interested readers.
We onlude this setion by saying something more about the relationship between reduible
metris and HCMU metris. As a generalization with singularities on ompat Riemann sur-
faes of Calabi's extremal Kahler metri on ompat omplex manifolds ([Ca82, Ca85℄), X. Chen
[Chen00, Chen98, Chen00℄ rstly introdued the onept of HCMU metri and extremal metri
with singularities and proved some fundamental results. In partiular, a onformal metri ~g on
a ompat Riemann surfae with singularities is alled HCMU if and only if it has nite area
and nite Calabi energy (f Setion 5), and the omplex gradient K,z ∂
∂z
of the Gauss urvature
K = K
~g is a holomorphi vetor eld outside the singularities. Wang-Zhu [WZ00℄ and Lin-Zhu
[LZ02℄ obtained some interesting results and generalized some results of X. Chen. Reently, three
of the authors [CW11, CWX12℄ made the omplete lassiation of non-onstant urvature HCMU
metris with onial or usp singuarities, by using the harater 1-form
~ω=
dz
K,z
~g
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of a HCMU metri ~g. The property plays a ruial rule in the lassiation that ~ω is an abelian
dierential of 3rd kind with real residues and its real part is exat outside the set of simple poles.
The following observation we made lay both HCMU metris and metris of onstant urvature in
the same philosophial frame.
Observation Given a non-onstant urvature HCMU metri ~g with singularities on a om-
pat Riemann surfae Σ, there exists a multi-valued loally univalent meromorphi funtion
~f on Σ∗ having monodromy in the abelian group{
exp
(√
−1θ
)
|θ ∈ R
}
,
and a football HCMU metri g
fb
(f [Chen00, CCW05℄) over C suh that ~g = ~f∗gfb. More-
over, the harater 1-form of ~g oinides with the logarithmi dierential d(log f) of f, up
to a onstant.
It is not used in this paper and its proof will be left elsewhere.
5 Discussions
As an appliation of Theorems 1.3 and 1.1, we shall show that if g is onformal metri on
the sphere C of onstant urvature one and representing the divisor D= (α−1)P+(β−1)Q,
where α, β > 0, then α= β.
Proof. Case 1 We assume that at least one of α and β is not an integer. Suppose that it is
the ase for α. Sine the puntured sphere C\{p, q} has the fundamental group isomorphi to Z,
the metri g is a reduible metri. Let f be one of its developing map. By Lemmata 3.1 and 3.2,
the loal monodromy of f at p is non-trivial. Hene g is non-trivial. We may assume that f is
multipliative so that ω= dff is the harater 1-form of g. Theorem 1.1 tells us that p is a simple
pole of ω with residue ±α and q is either a simple pole or a zero point of ω. If q is a simple pole
too, then the residue equals ±β. Sine the only poles of ω are p, q, we have α= β. We shall rule
out the ase where q is a zero point of ω. Suppose it is the ase. Then, ω has only one simple
pole in Σ∗, whih has residue ±1 by Theorem 1.1. It ontradits the fat that α 6= 1.
Case 2 Suppose that both α and β are integers ≥ 2. By Theorem 1.3, eah developing map
f of g is a rational funtion on C. We may assume that p = 0 and f(p) = 0 by using suitable
frational linear transformations. Sine f is rational, f(z) = zα in some omplex oordinate z near
0, whih is a simple pole of ω = dff =
αdz
z . Similarly, q is also a simple pole of ω. The residue
theorem gives α= β. 
We observe that the reduible metris representing a given divisor are not unique in general in
the following
Proposition 5.1. Suppose that there exists an reduible metri g representing the divisor D
on the two-sphere. Denote by M(D) the spae of onformal metris of onstant urvature
one representing D, by A(D) that of reduible metris representing D.
(1) If D is supported at two points p1 and p2, M(D) = A(D), and g is unique if and only if
the two angles are equal and do not belong to 2piZ>1. If the two angles are equal and belong
to 2piZ>1, then A(D) is onneted and has dimension 1.
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(2) If D is supported at three points and A(D) 6= /0, then M(D) = A(D) is onneted. More-
over, if g is trivial, dimA(D) = 3; otherwise dimA(D) = 1.
(3) Suppose that D is supported at more than three points and A(D) 6= /0. Then, if g is trivial,
dimA(D) = 3; otherwise dimA(D)≥ 1.
Proof. The rst statement was proved by Troyanov [Tr89, Theorem I, p. 298℄. The seond was
shown in Umehara-Yamada [UY00, Corollary 2.3℄.
Suppose that D supports at more than three points. Following Umehara-Yamada [UY00, (2.5)℄,
we dene
Ig :=
{
ga = (a⋆ f)
∗g|a ∈ PSL(2, C); a · Imρf ·a−1 ⊂ PSU(2)
}
,
where a⋆ f means the Mobius transformation of f by a, and
ρf : pi1(Σ
∗)→ PSU(2)
denotes the monodromy representation of the developing map f of the metri g. Eah metri ga
in Ig has a developing map a⋆f, whih has the same Shwarzian with f and monodromy onjugate
to that of f. Hene Ig is ontained in A(D). Then it follows from [UY00, Lemma B, p. 92℄ that if
g is trivial, dimA(D)≥ 3; otherwise dimA(D)≥ 1.
We onsider the moduli of trivial reduible metris representing an eetive Z-divisor D, whih
an be redued to the spae of rational funtions with the same ramiation divisor D. We say
that two rational funtions have the same type if one of them is given by the post-omposition
with a Mobius transformation of the other. It follows from [UY00, Lemma B, p. 92℄ that the trivial
reduible metris having developing maps of the same type form a moduli of the three dimensional
hyperboli spae H 3. The beautiful theorem in I. Sherbak [Sh02℄ says that there is a least upper
bound given by the Shubert alulus for the number of types of all the rational funtions with
ramiation divisor D, whih an be ahieved by a generi hoie of the support of D. Hene we
obtain the orresponding information for the number of onneted omponents of A(D). 
It is time for us to propose some questions interesting to us.
Question 1. Does there exist a divisor on some ompat Riemann surfae, whih is represented
by both an irreduible metri and a reduible one? It does not happen on the two-sphere under
either of the following two onditions:
(i) The support of D onsists of three points or less (f Proposition 5.1).
(ii) Eah αj is a non-integer (f Example 4.1).
Question 2. Suppose A(D) is non-empty for a divisor D on a ompat Riemann surfae. Study
the moduli spae A(D) of reduible metris representing a divisorD on a ompat Riemann surfae,
suh as its dimension and the number of its omponents. We know the answer on the two-sphere
in ase that D supports at two or three points or D is an eetive Z-divisor in Proposition 5.1.
Question 3. Suppose that there exists an irreduible metri g representing D =
∑
j (αj− 1)Pj.
Is g the unique metri of onstant urvature one representing D? Luo-Tian [LT92℄ showed it is
the ase on the two-sphere if eah αj lies in (0, 1). Moreover Umehara-Yamada [UY00℄ gave the
positive answer if D is a divisor supporting at three points on the two-sphere.
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Question 4. Suppose that there exists an irreduible metri g representing D =
∑
j (αj− 1)Pj.
Does there exist an irreduible metri representing any divisor D ′ suÆiently near D? On the
two-sphere, if eah αj lies in (0, 1), then the neessary and suÆient ondition is an open one for
the existene of a irreduible metri representingD given by Troyanov [Tr91℄ and Luo-Tian [LT92℄.
On the two-sphere, if D supports at three points, so is the neessary and suÆient ondition given
by Umehara-Yamada [UY00℄. S. K. Donaldson [Don11℄ proved an openness theorem for Kahler
Einstein metris on a Fano manifold with onial singularity along the anti-anonial divisor.
6 Cusp singularity
Let g = e2ϕ |dz|2 be a smooth onformal metri in a puntured disk D\{0} with nite area and
nite Calabi energy, where the Calabi energy E(g) of g is dened by the square integral of the
Gauss urvature over (D\{0}, g). Then X. Chen proved in [Chen98, Theorem 2, p.198℄ that
lim
ρ→0
(
ϕ(reiθ)+ ln r
)
=−∞, (3)
where z= reiθ, r= |z|. We all that 0 is a genuine weak usp singular point (f [Chen98, p.195℄)of
the onformal metri g if ϕ satises the following integral ondition
liminf
r→0
∫2π
0
r
∂(ϕ+ ln r)
∂r
= 0. (4)
Theorem 6.1. ([Wang11, Theorem 2℄) If the aforementioned metri g= e2ϕ |dz|2 has nonneg-
ative Gauss urvature in the puntured disk D\{0}, then 0 ould not be its genuine weak usp
singular point.
Proof. The proof of the theorem is essentially the same as Lemma 6 in [Chen99, p.218℄. Under
the oordinate transformation t= ln r, θ= θ, the puntured disk D\{0}= {z= reiθ : 0< r< 1, −pi≤
θ≤ pi} is transformed to the innite ylinder
{(t, θ) : −∞ < t < 0,−pi ≤ θ≤ pi}.
Then the metri g= e2ϕ |dz|2 has the new expression
g= e2ψ |dw|2, ψ(t+ iθ) =ϕ(reiθ)+ t,
under the new omplex oordinate w = t+ iθ. (3) means that limt→−∞ ψ(t+ iθ) = −∞ for eah
θ∈ [−pi, pi]. Then Ψ(t) := ∫2π0 ψ(t+ iθ)dθ diverges to −∞ as u goes to −∞. Then we ould hoose
t1 < 0 with Ψ
′(t1)> 0, i.e. ∫2π
0
∂ψ
∂t
(t1+ iθ)dθ > 0. (5)
Sine the metri g= e2ψ |dw|2 has nonnegative Gauss urvature K in the ylinder, we have
−∆t,θψ(t+ iθ) = Ke
2ψ≥ 0 for all t < t1.
By the Green formula, integrating the above equation in [t, t1]×S1, we obtain
0≤−
∫
[t,t1]×S1
∆t,θψ(t+ iθ)dtdθ= Ψ
′(t)−Ψ ′(t1).
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By (5),
liminf
r→0
∫2π
0
r
∂(ϕ+ ln r)
∂r
(reiθ)dθ = liminf
t→−∞
∫2π
0
∂ψ
∂t
(t+ iθ)dθ
= liminf
t→−∞
Ψ ′(t)≥ Ψ ′(t1)> 0.
Therefore 0 ould not be the genuine weak usp singularity of the metri g by denition. 
Remark We all that 0 is a usp singularity of the metri g= e2ϕ |dz|2 if there holds
lim
r→∞
ϕ+ ln r
ln r
= 0.
It is proved in [CWX12℄ that 0 is a genuine weak usp singularity of g if and only if it is a usp
singularity. Intuitively, we may think of a usp singularity as a onial one with angle 0.
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